OVERVIEW

Following poor rainfall in recent years, along with changing climatic conditions, the Horn of Africa region is facing a catastrophic drought. The drought is severely affecting millions of refugees, internally displaced persons (IDPs) and their host communities in Ethiopia, Kenya and Somalia. This dashboard provides a summary of new internal and cross-border displacements from and into drought-affected areas, as conflict, insecurity and environmental elements continue to displace communities across the region. It also presents the existing refugee populations hosted in drought-affected areas.

NEW DISPLACEMENTS

263,090

New refugee and asylum seeker arrivals into drought affected areas since Jan 2022

NEWLY INTERNALLY DISPLACED POPULATION DUE TO DROUGHT

2.30M

Newly internally displaced population since Jan 2022 due to drought

EXISTING DISPLACEMENTS

942,799

Total refugees and asylum seekers in the drought affected areas

**Figure includes registered and non-registered new arrivals.**

**This figure is part of more than 100,000 arrivals to the Dadaab camps in the last several years in urgent need of shelter and other services.**

The boundaries and names shown and the designations used on this map do not imply official endorsement or acceptance by the United Nations.